
Little Green Light’s (LGL) guidance around data entry for donor-advised fund (DAF) gifts is
based on our understanding of best practices. These best practices were developed to help a
nonprofit perform data/gift entry that will hold up to audits by professional accountants. It
may also help a nonprofit required to participate in audits performed by a state or federal IRS
agency (either against a donor or the nonprofit itself).

If you are not sure what a DAF is or how they work, we suggest reviewing this article:
https://nonprofitlawblog.com/donor-advised-funds/

When a DAF sends your organization a grant, they are not sending you the donor’s money.
The donor no longer has any ownership over the money in the DAF they set up; they gave up
that ownership/control in exchange for a tax deduction. Legally, the DAF can hold the money,
refuse to issue a grant to X or Y organization, and so on. However, if the DAF did that regularly,
donors would find out about it and would therefore be unlikely to deposit money in DAFs in
the future. So DAFs generally make grants in accordance with a donor’s guidance.

The result of the above setup is that when a grant arrives at your organization from a DAF, it is
from a legal entity that is not the donor and over which the donor has no legal control. The
resulting best practice, as LGL understands it, is to enter a separate constituent record for the
DAF and enter the gift from that legal entity on that DAF record. In order to recognize that
the donor has had immense influence over your receipt of that DAF grant, LGL recommends
soft crediting the donor for the amount of the DAF grant.

This gift entry procedure helps an organization keep track of the legal source of funds while
also enabling good stewardship of their donor’s behavior and influence. Audits go smoothly
and paper trails are easy to maintain if any scrutiny arises. Duties to keep the Board aware of
sources of funds (per their fiscal responsibility) and answering Board questions about future
probability of receiving funds are more easily answered given the clear gift entry pattern.

When it comes to any pledge a donor might make, it is vital to understand that pledge entry
in LGL was designed around keeping track of legally enforceable pledges. A legally
enforceable pledge from Donor A means Donor A personally owes your organization the
amount of that pledge money legally. If Donor A dies before completing that pledge, your
organization may be able to collect the balance of that pledge from Donor A’s Estate. If a DAF
grant were to forgive this legal debt, that would be a rather large personal benefit to Donor A
from money they already claimed a tax deduction on.

The above is why LGL is set up so that soft credits do not reduce pledge balances. If they were
to do so, it would go against what LGL understands to be the best practice and exposes
clients and DAF entities to difficult, possibly legal/tax, issues. Following LGL’s recommended
practices will help an organization meet high levels of scrutiny while also practicing good
donor stewardship.

In the end, LGL does not audit or enforce any particular rules. Instead, LGL provides guidance
related to best practices and a system that has functionality designed around following those

https://nonprofitlawblog.com/donor-advised-funds/


best practices. How any one of our clients chooses to manage the data in their account—in

consultation with their legal counsel, accountant, and Board—is their choice.
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